
Members News

Allfeat: Our blockchain, dedicated to the music industry, goes Mainnet mid-February.
More information

Anima <> Synaps: We're launching our new fraud and compliance management
platform. Already available to all our customers, a test version will be open to all at
the end of the month. 
More information

Bitpanda : We are pleased to announce the launch of our partnership with Raiffeisen
Bank in Austria. Raiffeisen retail customers can access a diverse range of trading
options, including cryptocurrencies, equities, ETFs and metals, thanks to Bitpanda
Technology Solutions' innovative SaaS offering.
More information (french version)

BitSCOR: We took the opportunity of ESMA's second consultation on environmental
obligations to raise Web3's awareness of ESG issues.

More information

Capsule Corp. Labs: TOHO, one of Japan's biggest studios, famous for Godzilla, has
teamed up with Capsule Corp. Labs & Ternoa!
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Together, we collaborate on "Mofu Mofu Music Caravan", the new IP from Toho. We
are very proud to welcome leading international companies like TOHO.
Other Japanese intellectual properties are in the pipeline!
More information

Coinhouse: We published our "Women & Web3" white paper to highlight women in
investment, crypto, and Web3.

More than just a white paper, Femmes & Web3 is a comprehensive initiative that
includes a communication cycle around women, highlighting the Web3 communities
that support them, and reaching out to female crypto investors by offering them 3
free months of our future Investor offer. 
More information (french version)

Colossos: Our platform, which combines a crypto exchange and an IBAN account,
has successfully completed its Beta Test period and is preparing to launch free
accounts in the coming weeks. 
More information

Comptacrypto: We are in the process of �nalizing our Seed fundraising. 
You can always contact us at igor@comptacrypto.com.
The aim of this fund-raising is to roll out the solution across Europe and strengthen
our position as leader in web3 pre-accounting.
Contact us

De Gaulle Fleurance: Interview with Anne Maréchal by BFM BUSINESS: How do
digital asset regulation and tokenization affect investors? 
Link of the interview (french version)

Doors3: Insurance professionals team up with Doors3 for web3 training.

We are working with Roam to help insurance SMEs become more competitive,
innovate and prepare for the future. This is re�ected in the launch of RoamAcademy,
with an initial theme on the challenges of Web3 for the insurance sector.
This initiative is not just a series of courses, but a real immersion in new
technologies such as Web3, AI and the intersection of the Metaverse with Web3. Our
aim is to prepare insurance professionals for the challenges of tomorrow, by
offering them the right knowledge and the right tools, at the right time.

Launch webinars will be held shortly. If you are an insurance professional, you can
participate by registering below.
Sign up

EtherScore: We've reached over 1M badges claimed by 120,000 users! 
Read more 
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Fireblocks: A new Fireblocks feature is now available to �lter spam from NFTs and
protect against phishing attacks. 
Read more

Galeon: 2 new partner hospitals, for a total of 12 hospitals in the network to train
medical AI ina decentralized way. 
Read more

HODL CONSULTING: Our �rm is pleased to announce the launch of our YouTube
channel, which presents ComptaCrypto's concepts to accounting professionals and
web3 startup managers. Nine videos have already been published.
Link of the Youtube channel

iExec : The Web3 by iExec and H7 Incubator opens registration for its new support
session! Web3 projects wishing to accelerate their development through a
mentoring program, training sessions and networking can apply until March 15. 
Read more

Kaiko: Introducing Data+: theultimate cryptocurrency research tool

We are pleased to announce the launch of Data+, a simple yet powerful data
visualization platform designed for actionable market intelligence. Data+ enables
analysts to explore crypto transaction and order book data with unrivalled accuracy.

Key features include :

- More than 25 graphs powered by Kaiko's sales and order book data - Complete
BTC/ETH coverage on dozens of CEX and DEX models
- Up to 1 year of historical data
Read more

Kiln: We've raised $17 million with 1kx, IOSG Ventures, Crypto.com, Kraken Ventures
and other strategic investors to expand in Asia and continue to promote staking on
Ethereum.
Read more

Meria: Our mobile application is available on iOS and Android! 
Find out more

Nomadic labs: As part of the "Le code d'Orsay" initiative, Agoria was presenting two
works created to echo the collections and developed on the Tezos blockchain at the
Musée d'Orsay from February 13 to March 10. The �rst, "Σ Lumina", and the second,
"Interprétation par Saccharomyces cerevisiae de l'Atelier du Peintre de Gustave
Courbet", closely unite the worlds of art and science.
Read more (french version)
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ComptaCrypto

ObsideAI: We're revolutionizing trading strategy creation withAI.
Read more (french version)

ORWL: We have published the �rst white paper on JONUM regulations. 
Read more

Regsharp: at the end of December, Resharp Expertise et Consulting took part in the
"Blockchain - Decentralized Finance" certi�cation program at Paris Dauphine
University, training students in the accounting and taxation of digital assets.
Presentation materials are available on request from our associate Nicolas Charlet
: ncharlet@regsharp.com

Scorechain: We're o�cially launching our partner program: Scorechain Connect.
With over 20 partners around the world (including ADAN members), why not join us?
Read more

Solal Tech: Flora Minaire, our founder & CEO, has joined the latest cohort of Solal
Tech graduates.

SISTA Entrepreneures x AXA. For a period of 6 months, she will bene�t from SISTA's
expertise and support to achieve her fund-raising objective.
Read more (french version)

Trakx: We recently launched new CTIs (Crypto Tradable Indices) to track market
trends: Arti�cial Intelligence, Real World Assets and DePin.
Here the link

Wagmi Studio: We were a partner of CryptoXR and took part in several panels and
workshops.
Read more (french version)

WeFundia&ReFundia:  Innovation: 1st Sustainability Linked Bonds (SLB) for SMEs.
To �nance the construction of a village of artisans just outside Paris, we are
delighted to be creating the 1st impact bonds (with ESG objectives) = a sustainable
�nancing model, far removed from greenwashing. These impact bonds can be
tokenized at the discretion of the issuer and investors on our platform.
Read more (french version)

They joined us
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Comptacrypto is a pre-accounting application
designed for chartered accountants, lawyers and web3
companies. Its main objective is to consolidate and
categorize data from centralized and decentralized
platforms for accounting purposes.

Crédit Mutuel Arkea

Crédit Mutuel Arkéa is a cooperative banking and
insurance group. It comprises the Crédit Mutuel de
Bretagne and Crédit Mutuel du Sud-Ouest federations
and their member local mutuals, as well as some forty
specialized subsidiaries.

Our 5 commitments stem from our "reason for being":
�nancial performance and positive impact, support for
environmental transition,  territory and local vitality,
sustainable trust and inclusion, and mutualist values
and common interests.

Dowgo

Dowgo addresses the �nancing challenges of
European renewable energy infrastructure with
blockchain solutions. Our mission is to make green
energy investments accessible and liquid. We leverage
blockchain technology to ensure the transparency and
e�ciency of our operations. We offer an innovative
tokenization model in which each token represents a
stake in renewable energy capacity. This approach
enables us to make a tangible impact on the energy
transition.

Mastercard

For over 50 years, Mastercard has been transforming
the way people pay and are paid. Our commitment to
innovation has supported growing businesses,
optimized the consumer payment experience and
developed an inclusive �nancial system worldwide.

Rayn
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Discover Rayn, the app that is radically transforming
the world of savings. At the forefront of tomorrow's
�nance, Rayn skillfully merges the reliability of
traditional �nance with the disruptive innovation of
blockchain. This perfect synergy offers turnkey
savings solutions, making �nancial management both
accessible and sophisticated. With Rayn, take control
of your �nancial future with an intuitive platform that
puts the power and �exibility of modern �nance in the
palm of your hand.

RUFIJI Capital

RUFIJI Capital offers 100% managed cryptoasset
management, tailored to the risk pro�le and wealth of
each client, thanks to a dynamic strategy based on a
unique analysis.

Stokn

Stokn is a crypto-as-a-service company registered with
the AMF as a Service Provider for Digital Assets
("PSAN"), providing you with its technology to give your
customers access to all white-label crypto/Web3
services: tokenization, wallet, trading, thematic indices,
staking, DCA, ESG scoring, crypto accounting, KYC,
support.

Consider joining Adan

Let us together carry the voice of Web3 companies in the service of our jobs, our
competitiveness and our sovereignty.

Contribute to the construction of our
proposals in France and in Europe.

Access the Association's internal
documentation.
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Participate in discussions and
exchange spaces dedicated to
members.

Connect with the different
stakeholders in our industry.

Adan, 44 Rue de Cléry , 75002 Paris, France Unsubscribe

Become a member of Adan
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